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ADDRESS FROM THE PRESIDENTIAL ENABLING
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL (PEBEC)
aspiring owners alike. This year, over
392,000 businesses have benefited
from the Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprise (MSMEs) clinics. These
MSME clinics are another pro-market
intervention of this Administration.

President Muhammadu
Buhari, GCFR

Vice President
Yemi Osinbajo, SAN,
GCON, Chair of PEBEC

The growth of economies is dependent on the stimulation of systems
through deployment of policies that create conditions for businesses
to thrive. Nigeria, over the course of the past 18 months, has
witnessed active governmental and multi-stakeholder collaborations
that are actualizing our objectives of openness to investment and
support for trade as an enabler for growth and development.
When we began executing the vision for which the PEBEC was
established in 2016, our mandate was clear – and daunting – to
remove the bureaucratic constraints and regulatory obstacles that
have made it difficult to do business in Nigeria. A key empirical
metric of our success was to get Nigeria into the World Bank’s top
100 Ease of Doing Business ranking by 2020. Over the last three
years the country has moved progressively upwards on this ranking
goal – a total of 39 places up from an abysmal 170th place out of
190 countries in 2015 prior to the PEBEC, to 145th position and now
131st in 2019. Importantly, we have been recognized twice as one of
the top 10 most improved business climates in the world in the last
three years.
The successes of the Presidential Enabling Business Environment
Council (PEBEC) so far in reducing the difficulties faced by Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprise (MSMEs), and other businesses, have
extended beyond creating friendlier business environments to
attracting more investments to Nigeria. The ripple effects of making
doing business easier are being felt by existing business owners and
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With the identification of over $22.5
billion
in
potential
investment
opportunities across the country
through the projections of the
Economic Recovery and Growth Plan
(ERGP) focus labs in 2018, the newly
invigorated PEBEC in the second term
of President Muhammadu Buhari has
remained unrelenting in its pursuit
of regulatory reforms. The PEBEC is
grateful for the deep collaboration with
the National Assembly and the Judiciary
in this area, which has so far enabled
judicial and legislative reforms that will
unlock access to vast opportunities for
the largest number of businesses.
In 2019, our goal was to consolidate on
the traction we achieved at inception
by continuing to collaborate with all
arms and levels of government, the
private sector and other stakeholders
who have been outstanding in their
support in driving this collective reform
agenda. We are particularly grateful to
private sector allies who continually
give us feedback on the practical
use of reforms, and public service
transparency and efficiency reforms
couched in Executive Order 001 of
2017 through the use of our flagship
feedback mechanism, the ReportGov
App and ReportGov.ng portal.
The World Bank’s 2018 Subnational
Report on Nigeria gave important
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validation to the ongoing reforms
delivered at the subnational level, with
improvements recorded in 32 Nigerian
states – led by Kaduna, Enugu, Abia,
Lagos, and Anambra. Arising from
the collaboration between the PEBEC
and the National Economic Council
(NEC) which commenced in July 2017,
another priority focus for the PEBEC in
2019 was the stakeholder engagement
and agreement of methodology for
a baseline business climate survey
across Nigeria’s states and regions.
This baseline survey is predicated
on four home-grown indicators –
infrastructure and security; regulatory
environment; transparency and access
to information; and labour and work
force readiness - in a bid to deepen the
impact of reforms for all Nigerians.
Over the last 18 months, the PEBEC’s
interventions on enabling transparency
and efficiency in public service delivery,
improving the quality of private sector
engagement (with over 150 reforms
delivered so far), and the progressively
less stressful running of MSME scale
enterprises across the country has
encouraged us to press harder on key
indicators to reflect the readiness of
our business environments for agile
growth. We continue to prioritize our
regulatory intervention and home
grown reforms pertaining to movement
of goods and people into and around
the country. Indeed, our goal of being
ranked sub100 by 2020 is now within
our sights and will be an objective
validation of our efforts by the private
sector.
We will not rest on our oars. Our
ambition is now to be in the top 70 of
the World Bank rankings by 2023. A
goal that when attained, will be a direct
reflection of reduced costs, time, and
procedures for business registration

processes increased access to capital and credit, ease of trading
within and outside our borders, amongst other critical indicators.
In the coming months, our efforts to make doing business easier
will continue to expand to accommodate the new demands of a
continent ready to increase intra-continental trade in a bid to reduce
our vulnerability to external macroeconomic shocks and protectionist
trade policies. By remaining committed to optimising business
practices within Nigeria - especially in areas of infrastructure, power
supply and road networks; patronage of Made-in-Nigeria goods;
bridging skills and innovation gaps, and access to finance – we will
engender Nigeria’s capacity to benefit from an African single market
worth $4 trillion in spending and investments to be delivered by the
African Continental Free Trade Area.
To this end, the PEBEC is committed to actualizing Nigeria’s growth
potential by helping the businesses that will create jobs, lift 100 million
people out of poverty over the next 10 years and deliver prosperity
for all. As we continue our systemic intervention, we will zero in on
supporting SMEs in four crucial areas – Agribusiness, Creative sector,
Light Manufacturing and Technology. Therefore, our work in 2020 will
be characterised by the actualization of tangible impact and credible
results that will foster steady growth, and enthusiastic investment in
Nigeria as we strive to make Nigeria a progressively easier place to
do business.

Otunba Adeniyi Adebayo,

Honourable Minister of Industry,
Trade, and Investment,
Vice Chair of PEBEC
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Dr Jumoke Oduwole,

Special Adviser to the President
on Ease of Doing Business
& Secretary to the Presidential
Enabling Business
Environment Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The successes recorded over the last 18 months
have highlighted the continued determination of the
entire government of Nigeria in its collective pursuit
of attaining exponential growth, as well as progressive
and sustainable socio-economic development. PEBEC
in conjunction with the National Assembly, Judiciary,
State Governments and all Ministries, Departments
and Agencies of Government, have worked tirelessly
to implement reforms across multiple priority sectors
and areas. These reforms have been of positive
consequence to the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary
as well as across the different tiers of government.
Indeed, Nigeria has moved up 39 places in the World
Bank Doing Business ranking since 2015, and has
improved 11 places in the World Economic Forum
Global Competitiveness rankings within the same
period. In the World Bank Doing Business 2020
report released in October 2019, Nigeria moved up
15 places to 131st and was named one of the top
10 most improved countries for the second time in
three years. These improvements are indicative of
the infrastructural, and policy-based reforms and
frameworks being implemented at the national level.
This has also served as the basis for much deeper
business reforms at the subnational level, with
improvements recorded in 32 Nigerian states – led by
Kaduna, Enugu, Abia, Lagos, and Anambra States.
While there still remains a significant amount of
work to be done, encouragingly, a decent number of
businesses and individuals have reported feeling the
impact of PEBEC reforms on their bottom lines due
to improvements across 10 key reform indicators.
Notably, measurable strides have been made in
Starting a Business, Dealing with Construction Permits,
Getting Electricity, Resolving Insolvency, Protecting
Minority Investors, Registering Property, Trading
Across Borders, Enforcing Contracts, Entry and Exit of
People and Trading within Nigeria.

For example, the new centralised electronic payment
of taxes introduced by the Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS) in July 2019, has facilitated a 20%
reduction in time spent on filing and payment of
taxes. PEBEC deployed a home grown initiative which
impacts the ease of entry and exit of people in order
to improve the experience of travellers at our airports
and visa issuing agencies. This has enabled the full
implementation of the Visa on Arrival reform, a fully
digitized e-visa process which guarantees approvals
within a 48 hour timeline. Also, the Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC), continues to simplify the company
registration process - stipulating a 24 hour period
for registration of companies and a 4 hour period
for reservation of company or business names.1
Since the successful creation of the online Company
Registration Portal (CRP), launched by the CAC in April
2017, business registrations can now be done in a
faster and seamless manner. This self registration
platform has also encouraged business owners to
register their businesses themselves thus reducing
cost of registration.
The PEBEC has championed the facilitation of trade
reforms for the importation and exportation of goods
to and from Nigeria. Some of the reforms include the
removal of multiple inspections of import cargoes,
reduction of documentation required for export, and
automation of the pre-scheduling process and export
documentation. These measures have drastically
reduced the time and number of procedures at the
ports.
The Africa Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA)
which was signed by Nigeria in July 2019, aims to
increase gross trade among African countries.2 At
$35.45bn, Nigeria’s manufacturing value add - a
measure of the capacity to produce and export semi
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and fully finished goods - is about 7 times more than the current average for the
top 20 African countries. This suggests Nigeria’s productive capacity is at a higher
level than that of most African countries. Nigeria’s successful implementation of
AfCFTA rests on four key pillars - trade capacity (production capacity and quality
infrastructure), trade infrastructure (power, road, rail, ports and aviation), trade
environment (trade facilitation, ease of doing business and fiscal and monetary
policies) and trade enforcement (curbing smuggling and dumping). More reforms
are being intiated and deepened to contribute positively to Nigeria’s readiness for
the implementation of the AfCFTA.
On the legislative front, the Bill for the repeal & re-enactment of Companies
and Allied Matters Act (CAMA) was re-introduced to the 9th National Assembly
in December 2019, and the Business Facilitation (Miscelleanous provisions) Bill
will be finalized, both of which will encourage global best practices on corporate
governance amongst Nigerian entities.
The establishment of a total of 20 specialised Small Claims Courts (SCCs) in Lagos
(initial 15 courts were established in April 2018) and Kano (5 courts established
in January 2019) has improved the resolution of liquidated debt disputes within
the threshold of N5 million Naira. In April 2019, the Lagos State Judiciary recorded
strong compliance within the 60 day stipulated timeline in 64.15% of the small
claims matters brought before the designated courts.3 This has helped decongest
the high courts from the floodgates of cases, thus resulting in faster resolution
of disputes.
To eliminate existing issues with regulators that constantly affect Nigerian
businesses, the PEBEC introduced a pilot Regulatory Reform Project starting with
the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration Control (NAFDAC) and the
National Insurance Commission (NAICOM) in July 2018.
Over time, PEBEC has improved its synergy and relationship with MSMEs and
several regulatory bodies. The PEBEC has hosted more cross-sector listening
events to understand the pain points with a view to offering reforms that will
be customised to the specific needs of businesses at the subnational level. The
tactical roadmap that comes out of this exercise includes clear outputs and
quarterly outcome targets critical to leveraging the impact of the considerable
efforts put in so far. In addition to this, PEBEC has commenced a proactive and
deliberate effort to drive effective communication of it’s completed reforms to key
stakeholders and the general public.
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1.0 BUILDING A
COMPETITIVE NIGERIAN ECONOMY
1.1 Making a Difference

Nigeria accounts for about half of West Africa’s
population having approximately 202 million people
with a per capita income of $2028.2, which is higher
than the Sub Saharan Africa average of $1585.8.4
As at October 2019, Nigeria’s diaspora remittances
amounted to $2.6 billon and were presumed to be on an
upward trajectory.5 Government policies and activities
across board reflect a drive towards increasing the tax
revenue and decreasing the role of debt in funding the
national budget. This vision is evident in the creation of
15 million new jobs, doubling the manufacturing share
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), maintaining
a competitive exchange rate, rebalancing domestic
and foreign debt from 84:16 to 60:40, and reaching

a Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) target of $10 billion
just to name a few.5
As a result, growth has continued to be incremental
albeit at a slower pace than the Economic Recovery
and Growth Plan (ERGP)6 projections. Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in Q2 2019 was 2.12%. We also saw the
inflation rate increase at a slower pace and stabilise
around 11% in 2019. The exchange rate stabilised
due to the CBN’s defence of the Naira as well as it’s
tightened monetary policy, which has led to larger
convergence of the multiple exchange rate regimes.
These are all indicative of the upward trajectory of the
Nigerian Economy.
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1.2 Business Climate Improvement Update
The PEBEC has contributed to the implementation of
one of the core objectives of the ERGP - the creation
of an enabling environment for businesses so they can
optimize their potential, and thus support the growth

of the economy by ensuring businesses can compete
favourably with international players in an increasingly
globalised marketplace.
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For PEBEC, the priority focus group, as articulated
in the ERGP, remains the micro, small and medium
sized enterprises (MSMEs) which account for over
90% of all registered Nigerian businesses. Nigerian
entrepreneurs have been lauded by the World
Economic Forum (WEF) as one of the most agile
and versatile entrepreneurial groups in the world.
Despite contributing just under half of the GDP of the

economy, and providing about 84% of jobs, prior to
2015, MSMEs had lacked sufficient attention and the
requisite support to enable them to thrive and make
significant growth strides. The tangible impact of the
PEBEC reforms on this demographic since 2016 has
created the avenues to reduce the time, procedure,
cost of starting and running their businesses.

Through PEBEC’s internationally recognized home-grown reform strategy, with our proven collaborative method for
achieving success, the Council recorded some notable empirical results:

An Impact Assessment Showed That 150+ Reforms Were
Implemented Over The Last 3 Years

In addition to ease of doing business, the
Muhammadu Buhari Administration’s commitment to
hard infrastructural development has improved the
performance of our local industries across sectors
as well as led to the development of burgeoning
industries, which are both important contributors to
the economy. Investments in rail, roads, power, the
ports, and broadband networks have been highlighted
by the government as key to building a competitive
economy.

For example, the commissioning of Abuja-Kaduna
standard-gauge railway line has provided an alternative
to the road journey that is proving more treacherous.
The Lagos-Ibadan rail route has also begun test
runs with a view for completion by April 2020. This
investment in rail infrastructure is important as it will
reduce the cost of moving people and goods across
the country. This will in turn make the country more
competitive.
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The 6-year power deal signed by the Federal
Government with Siemens aims to improve production
of electricity to 25,000 megawatts by 2025 (11,000 by
2023).7 This will go a long way in addressing power
supply challenges across the country.
Furthermore, the Federal Government granted
N701bn for the Nigerian Bulk Electricity Trading (NBET)
Company to pay power generation firms. In 2019, Mr
President signed a release of N600bn for a power
intervention fund. This significant funding for the
power sector shows that its reform and prosperity is a
priority for the government.
Investment in road infrastructure has been
exemplified in the improvement of the Lagos-Ibadan
expressway. The Federal Government through its
100bn Sukuk Bond is funding 25 other key projects.
The second Niger bridge project is also underway
through the Presidential Infrastructure Development
Fund. In 2018, 1,531km of roads were added to
Nigeria’s road network while another 1,008 kilometres
were rehabilitated. Several key projects have been

completed across the 6 geo-political zones.8
In the area of sea ports, President Buhari
commissioned the Baro River Port in Niger state in
January 2019. The port will help reduce pressure of big
trucks on roads and it will also help decongest other
ports in the country. Approval has also been granted
for the Bakassi Deep Sea Ports which will facilitate
the link between Northern Nigeria and the port for
transportation of farm produce.
Infrastructure investments are essential to provide
the requisite support to enable businesses thrive. The
Buhari-led Administration has remained consistent
in its prioritizing of infrastructure projects across the
country to catalyse growth. The dividend of these
investments will be evident in the future effect on the
economy through reduction in transportation costs,
lower cost of production, and through the creation
of direct and indirect positive externalities, thereby
making a positive difference in the lives of millions of
Nigerians.

1.3 2019 PEBEC-EBES Outlook In Review
Driven by a result-oriented implementation strategy,
PEBEC’s 2019 Ease of Doing Business outlook was
themed a year of consolidation, aimed at deepening
the Council’s achievements since its inception in 2016
as the main objective. The year focused primarily on
facilitating proactive and responsive communication
with private sector stakeholders while furthering
conversations on the importance of collaboration to
promote an enabled business environment across the
country.
Having completed over 140 reforms since the
PEBEC’s inception by mid-2018, the 2019 PEBECEBES outlook prioritized consolidation and the
creation of a framework to deliberately drive effective
communication of the completed reforms to key
stakeholders and the general public. The objective

was to build support within and outside government
agencies to improve internal monitoring, support the
objective of performance consistency, and to ensure
private sector utilisation of these reforms.
This objective was achieved in spite of the fact that
2019 was an election year in Nigeria, along with its
attendant distractions in the polity. The fourth 60day accelerator, National Action Plan (NAP 4.0), was
implemented as planned and delivered concrete
reforms identified across MDAs, state governments,
the National Assembly and the Judiciary, many of which
were successfully executed within the timeframe and
validated by private sector later in the year.
We also set out to develop a baseline business climate
survey across Nigeria’s states and regions to be
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published for the benefit for the general public. The
survey will provide status reports on the attractiveness
of states in terms of business climate reforms, as
a reference resource for SMEs and the general
business community. It will also showcase the regional
attractiveness backed by the success stories of SMEs
across the states. While much progress has been
achieved by the Subnational Technical Working Group
on Ease of Doing Business in terms of aligning scope
and methodology, the actual survey was not carried
out in 2019 for a number of cogent reasons, however,
the project remains ongoing.
In terms of stakeholder engagement, in the second
half of 2019 our efforts took us on a nationwide
“LITuation” tour in a bid to give younger entrepreneurs
in particular an opportunity to meet directly with
regulators, as well as provide real -time sector-specific
and region-specific feedback on the impact of reforms
carried out thus far.

Building competitiveness is a key ingredient in
the pursuit of long-term sustainable growth for
any economy. The two-pronged approach for the
Buhari-led Administration under the ERGP, to
prioritize investment in hard infrastructure while
simultaneously prioritizing the creation of a friendlier
business environment, is on track to help deliver such
sustainable growth and development. The PEBEC,
and its secretariat, EBES, are a key tool for delivery
of this strategy. Since its inception, the Council’s dual
mandate of removing bureaucratic bottlenecks and
improving Nigeria’s rankings in leading investment
perception indices are already delivering tangible
impact and fostering a friendlier business climate
that will help unlock value and spur productivity and
competitiveness in Nigeria.
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2.0 REFORMING NIGERIA’S BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT FROM JULY 2018-DECEMBER 2019
Since 2016, PEBEC has executed four iterations of
its home-grown reform strategy, an accelerator tool
comprising concentrated interventions focused on
enhancing collaboration across government to enable
a seamless business environment in Nigeria. Each
National Action Plan (NAP) is designed as a 60-day
targeted program for the delivery of priority reforms
for a reform cycle.9 A NAP contains reform initiatives
and actions to be implemented by relevant MDAs and
State Governments. These initiatives are identified

and selected through a funnelling process with
implementing government institutions, the private
sector as well as interrogation of global best practice
to determine the best reform fit for Nigeria.
A report card is issued at the end of each NAP in
keeping with the PEBEC’s promise to be accountable to
Nigerians for the targets set and promises made. The
scorecard highlights reforms successfully completed
within the timeline and pending reforms.

2.1 The fourth 60-day National Action Plan (NAP 4.0)

The fourth national action plan (NAP 4.0) commenced on March 01, 2019 and ended on April 29, 2019. As was
customary with previous NAPs, MDAs worked on the implementation of agreed priority reforms geared towards
making Nigeria a progressively easier place to do business.
Some of the reforms undertaken during the period included:
1. Completion of the legislative process of passing the Companies and Allied Matters Bill 2018
2. Enforcement of the electronic business premises registration process in Kano State
3. Online availability of performance reports & Judgments of the Small Claims in Lagos State
4. Improvement of visa on arrival process by enabling online application and approval.
5. Improved utilization of the National Collateral Registry by registered Banks, Financial Institutions and other
Operators
NAP 4.0 recorded an overall completion rate of 64% at the end of the 60-day period and largely informed Nigeria’s
performance in the World Bank 2020 Doing Business report released in October 2019.
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2.2 The World Bank Doing Business Index – Nigeria’s Scorecard (2018 and 2019)
2.2.1 Summary of Nigeria’s DB rankings – 2019
report (released in October 2018)
The third 60-day National Action Plan (NAP 3.0) was
implemented from February 5, 2018 to April 4, 2018.
It was primarily on the basis of the reforms pushed
during that accelerator in the 2017-2018 reform cycle
that the World Bank 2019 Doing Business report
(2019 DB report) released in October 2018 measured
Nigeria’s progress.
The 2019 DB report recorded that Governments
around the world set a new record in bureaucracy
busting efforts for the domestic private sector,
implementing 314 business reforms during the Doing
Business 2019 reform cycle. The reforms, carried out in
128 economies, benefit small and medium enterprises
as well as entrepreneurs, enabling job creation and
stimulating private investment. Doing Business 2018
reforms surpassed the previous all-time high of 290
reforms two years previously.10

In particular, Sub-Saharan Africa achieved a new
milestone for a third consecutive year, implementing
107 reforms in 2018, up from 83 in 2017. In February
2018, the PEBEC launched NAP 3.0 to sustain progress
at the national level by delivering further reforms
across nine of World Bank’s Doing Business indicators.
NAP 3.0 achieved a success rate of 81% across 15
reform indicator areas.11 It is important to note that
while the country’s rank moved to 146th position,
its reform score improved that year, buttressing the
mantra of continuous improvement.
The World Bank ranking team’s feedback on Nigeria’s
Doing Business Reform in the 2017-2018 reform cycle
released in October 2018 was as follows:
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2.2.2 Summary of Nigeria’s DB
ranking – 2020 report (released in October 2019)
In addition to ranking economies on its reform indicators, the World Bank also highlights economies which improve
the most during its report cycle. Economies are selected based on the number of reforms implemented and on how
much their ease of doing business score improves.
Doing Business selects the economies that implemented reforms that make it easier to do business in at least three
of the ten areas included in the year’s aggregate ease of doing business score. Regulatory changes that make it
more difficult to do business are subtracted from the number of reforms that made it easier.
The improvement in score is calculated by using comparable data on reforms, as well as data revisions and
methodology changes where applicable.
Of the ten main indicators areas Nigeria was measured on, the economy recorded improvements across eight of
the ten main indicator areas - Starting a Business, Dealing with Construction Permits, Getting Electricity, Registering
Property, Protecting Minority Investors, Trading Across Borders, Enforcing Contracts, and Resolving Insolvency.
Nigeria, owing to reforms driven by the PEBEC, has moved up a cumulative of 146 points across these indicators.
The most significant move being in Dealing with Construction Permits, on which Nigeria moved up 94 basis points
from 149 to 55 due to the implementation of key reforms in this area.
Nigeria was, therefore, for the second time in three years, announced as one of the top ten most improved economies
in the world for the Doing Business 2020 year. Below are some of the reforms responsible for this impressive feat:

STARTING A BUSINESS
Nigeria made starting a business easier by operationalizing a new electronic platform that integrates
the tax authority and the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC). The CAC platforms also upgraded its
name reservation platform, Federa Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) in Kano, there is now an electronic
platform for registering business premises online, eliminating the need to appear in person.

REGISTERING PROPERTY
In Lagos, land administration was made more transparent following the digitization of cadastral
STARTING A BUSINESS
plans in a geographic information system; digital copies of cadastral plans are now easily obtainable.

GETTING ELECTRICITY
Nigeria also made getting electricity easier by allowing certified engineers to conduct inspections for
new connections.
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ENFORCING CONTRACTS
Initiatives also made commercial litigation of smaller cases more efficient. The Chief Judges in Lagos
and Kano issued practice directions for small claims courts introducing pre-trial conferences and
limit adjournments.

TRADING ACROSS BORDERS
Finally, the Nigerian Customs Service (NCS) integrated more agencies into its electronic data
interchange system, and port authorities launched an e-payment system, speeding up both exports
and imports.

2.3 Doing Business Outcomes - 18 months’ Assessment
of World Bank DB Indicators
2.3.1 Starting a Business (SAB)
The online Company Registration Portal (CRP) was successfully launched by the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)
and has been operational since April 2017. Over the course of implementing reforms for NAP 2.012 and NAP 4.0, the
CAC successfully discontinued all manual registration processes at its various state offices. From that point, names,
reservations, and registration of limited liability companies could only be initiated and completed online.
During the period, five (5) incorporation forms were also consolidated into one (1) single form (Form CAC 1.1) and
the FIRS platform was integrated with the CAC’s Company Registration Portal (CRP) for payment of stamp duties and
registration for Tax Identification Number (TIN). There have been a series of upgrades in the website application
towards the continued stability and reliability of the system. The servers for the commission were also relocated
from the CAC’s head office to globally certified data centre. The latest update on the portal now provides details of
the type of document format (PDF) to be uploaded and the size limit of each document to be uploaded.
CAC also significantly improved its customer service operations as it now regularly posts public notices about
upgrades to its service offerings, changes in its fees, and new service timelines. In addition, there are now customer
service support centres across all CAC state offices to assist or provide support for walk-in customers to register
their company online. The CAC also embarked on several sensitization programs and training sessions to improve
the users experience and drive the usage of the CRP.
In line with the mandate of the PEBEC and to improve Nigeria’s rankings in the Doing Business Report, the Enabling
Business Environment Secretariat EBES has been tracking the performance of the name reservations and entity
registration processes. Ideally, all name reservations are to be completed within 4 hours of application while the
registration of companies are to be finalized within 24 hours from time of upload of the executed documents on
the document upload portal of the CRP. The CAC reform implementation team provide weekly performance reports
from all state offices.
As at the end of the last doing business cycle in May 2019, a review of the report of the past 12 months showed that
72% of applications for reservation of names was approved within 4 hours while 89% of all companies registrations
were completed within 24 hours. The CAC similarly conducted an audit of its post-incorporation operations, with
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the aim of streamlining procedures for improved efficiency. This has fed into the post-incorporation automation
project of the commission, due for completion in 2020.
The Kano State Ministry of Commerce, Industry, Cooperatives and Tourism also eliminated manual registration
of business premises in the state. The registration process is now fully automated and available online. This has
brought improved efficiency in the registration process by eradicating the associated time for manual registration.
Nigeria currently stands at 105th in Starting a Business on the Doing Business index 2020 - an upward movement
of 15 places from the 2019 report.

2.3.2 Enforcing Contracts (EC )
The push for the creation of Small Claims Courts (SCC)
stemmed from the desire to reduce the time and cost
for resolving a commercial dispute through a local court
of first-instance. The SCC is also expected to improve the
quality of court proceedings within the Nigerian judicial
system. With regular courts overwhelmed by criminal
and broader civil suits, the creation of a dedicated
court for the resolution of cases that typically affect the
SME community became even more viable. The Small
Claims Courts (SCC) is an accessible, inexpensive and
speedy resolution platform for liquidated debt disputes
involving assets valued at no more than N5,000,000.
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The SCC was established to adopt the best court practices in resolving debt disputes as contained in the Lagos
State Magistrate Court Law (practice directions on small claims) 2018 (LSPDSC). This includes the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
•
•
•

Adoption of pre- trial conferences by the magistrates 13
Relaxation of the rules of evidence
Random assignment of cases14
Promotion of self-representation before open court 15
Promotion of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms such as mediation and negotiation16
Strict timelines for the following key court events:
service of process within 7 days of filing of court summons
filing of the statement of defence within 7 days of service of summons
delivery of final judgment within 14 days of the completion of hearing17

2.3.2.1 Operationalisation of Small Claims Courts in Lagos State:
In April 2018, the Lagos State Judiciary established 15 commercial SCCs across the magisterial districts defined in
the Lagos State Magistrate Courts Law (Practice Directions on Small Claims) 2018.18
As at the end of the last Doing Business cycle in May 2019, the Lagos State SCCs presided over 850 matters out
of which 530 (62.35%) judgments have been delivered. Out of the 530 judgments delivered, 340 were delivered
within the prescribed 60-day stipulated timeline.19 This represents 64.15% of total judgments. The judgments and
monthly analysis reports assessing the performance of the SCCs from inception till date, are now published on the
website for the Lagos State Judiciary.20 These are in relation to the matters listed below:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Age of pending cases
Time to deposition - time the court takes to adjudicate matters
Single case progress report
Clearance rate report (the number of cases resolved vs incoming cases).

2.3.2.2 Operationalisation of Small Claims Court in Kano State:
In January 2019, the Kano State Judiciary established 5 SCCs in Kano State as a division of the Magistrate Court.
These courts are located within Nomansland (2), Gwammaja (1), Gyadi-Gyadi (1), and Dawakin Tofa (1) Magisterial
Districts. The practices and procedures of the SCCs are regulated by the Kano State Magistrate Courts Law (Practice
Direction on Small Claims) 2018 (“Practice Directions”). All courts are in full operation and report to the office of the
Chief Registrar, Kano State Judiciary.
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As at the end of the first quarter of its establishment in April 2019, the SCCs have, presided over twenty-seven (27)
matters out of which fourteen (14) judgments have been delivered. All judgments delivered were done within the
prescribed 60-day stipulated timeline21 The performance reports and judgments are regularly being updated on
the Judiciary’s website.22
According to the 2020 report, the average timeline for resolution of disputes at the Lagos State Judiciary has
drastically reduced from 447 days to 376 days (reduction by 71 days). The Enforcing Contract reform is currently
being ranked 73rd from 92nd position in 2019.

2.3.3 Getting Credit (GC)

The Getting Credit indicator was initiated to strengthen access to finance by entrepreneurs for their business
operations. It was one of the reform areas where Nigeria made the most impact in 2017. Nigeria strengthened the
legal rights of borrowers and lenders by signing into law two significant acts- the Credit Reporting Act 2017 and the
Secured Transactions in Movable Assets (aka Collateral Registry Act). Prior to the passage of the provide Registry
Act, all registered business entities in Nigeria were required to furnish the Corporate Affairs Commission with
details of company assets - movable and non-movable.
As at December 31, 2019, the NCR had registered 628 financial institutions, including 551 microfinance banks, and
21 Deposit Money Banks (DMB). Registered moveable collaterals have increased to 58,843 with 39,786 financial
statements valued at about N1.3trillion in total. Over 16,500 searches were conducted on the NCR portal during
this period.
An automated interface was introduced to integrate the database of the Corporate Affairs Commission on movable
assets to that of the NCR. The integration enables the registry to receive information on movable assets registered
with the CAC database23. It will also improve public access to information on these assets.
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To further improve access to credit across Nigeria, the Central Bank of Nigeria, in September 2019, directed Deposit
Money Banks (DMBs) to maintain a minimum loan to deposit ratio (LDR) of 65% by December 31, 201924.
According to the World Bank Doing Business Report 2020 for Nigeria, credit bureau coverage currently stands at
14,543,132 people which is about 13.9% of adult population and credit registry coverage at about 5% (4,973,951)
of the adult population. Nigeria is currently 15th on this indicator and maintains an Ease of Doing Business score of
85 out of 100 as achieved in 2018.

2.3.4 Getting Electricity (GE)
The Getting Electricity (GE) indicator measures
procedures, time and the cost required for
a business to obtain a permanent electricity
connection for a newly constructed warehouse.
It assesses the reliability of supply, transparency
of tariffs and price of electricity.
Accordingly, reforms for NAP 4.0 revolved
around the pursuit of electronic applications for
the submission and approval of connections to
the grid in Lagos and Kano. This was designed
to eliminate the manual application, submission,
and approval process for new connections. Upon
implementation, the reform will significantly
reduce associated time and cost of the hitherto
manual processes. Whilst the deployment of an
e-platform has been completed in Lagos by the
Eko Electricity Distribution Company, Kano State
recently commenced implementation and is
expected to be completed in 2020.
The Doing Business 2020 report records that
Nigeria made getting electricity easier by allowing
certified engineers to conduct inspections
for new connections. This led to an upward
movement from 171st to 169th position for the
indicator. The Getting Electricity indicator has
moved 11 places up in the past 4 years.
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2 World Bank Ease of Doing Business Report 2020 on Getting Electricity in Lagos
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3 World Bank Ease of Doing Business Report 2020 on Getting Electricity in Kano
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2.3.5 Paying Taxes (PT)
Over the last four years, the Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS) and the State Inland Revenue Service of
Lagos and Kano States implemented reforms for better
tax administration in Nigeria. Concrete reform actions
have also been deployed towards the automation of
the tax payment and one system25. Nigeria witnessed
improved efficiency in taxation system through a
reduction in the number of payments and filings for
federal taxes and time for compliance. In 2018, the
FIRS defined a 90-day timeline for the completion
of corporate income tax audits and upgraded
its information and communication technology
infrastructure.

2.3.6

Furthermore, full adoption of e-filing and e-payment
platform for Pay As You Earn (PAYE) taxes in Lagos
(Lagos Inland Revenue Service) and Kano (Kano Inland
Revenue Service) have also been completed. The Joint
Tax Board Tax Identification Number (JTB TIN) system
was also inaugurated in July 2019 and is expected
to boost revenue collection efforts and improve
efficiency. The JTB TIN also serves as an automated
tax information-sharing platform for Federal and State
tax authorities and agencies, as well as foreign tax
authorities. Nigeria is currently ranked 159th on the
World Bank Doing Business Index for Paying Taxes.

Trading Across Borders (TAB)

In the period under review, the Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) commenced 24-hour port operations at the Apapa
Port. The Nigerian Customs Service also introduced e-payment, making it possible for end users to pay duties and
fees online. Incidences of multiple cargo inspections also reduced with the introduction of joint cargo Inspection
by relevant agencies. The PEBEC also deepened collaboration among agencies through the Executive Order 001
directive on Ports Operation.
The Doing Business report recorded upward movement for Nigeria from 182nd to 179th. A Presidential Task Force
was also constituted to restore law and order at the Lagos ports.
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2.3.7 Registering Property (RP)
Lagos and Kano States implemented reforms to
improve processes and time to register property and
titles within their jurisdiction. Both States improved
transparency around its processes by publishing
procedural requirements, fees and timeline for title
and property registration.
Lagos State also published online statistical
information on land disputes from 2015. The State

2.3.8

also introduced electronic transmission of demand
notices via electronic mail26. Digital copies of cadastral
plans are also now obtainable in Lagos State.
Kano State established an autonomous public
complaints and anti-corruption commission towards
ensuring the speedy resolution of property related
complaints. Nigeria moved upwards on the Doing
Business index to rank 183rd for the indicator.

Dealing with Construction Permits (DwCP)

This indicator measures time, cost and procedures for
obtaining permits for construction. It also assesses
the building quality control index, evaluates the quality
of building regulations, the strength of quality control,
safety mechanisms, liability and insurance regimes,
and professional certification requirements. Prior
to PEBEC intervention, the process for obtaining
construction permits in Lagos was largely manual
and unpredictable. There was also lack of clarity on
applicable fees, the qualification of architects who
can supervise construction activities, and criteria for
waiver of requirements for soil tests. The Lagos State
Physical Planning Permit Authority (LASPPA) and
Kano State Urban & Property Development Authority
(KANUPDA) have however implemented reforms
aimed at removing these constraints.

Lagos State automated the permit application process
with the EPP portal. Also, LASPPA and KANUPDA
published fees, procedures and timeline for provision
of service. Lagos State also limited the requirements
for soil tests and environmental impact assessment
to special cases. KANUPDA also integrated application
for building plans with assessment of fees, among
other reforms, to reduce time required to obtain plans
from 30 to 14 days.27
Lagos State moved to reduce the cost for obtaining
permits for 2-storey warehouse with the total removal
of the Infrastructure Development Charge. These
reforms contributed to Nigeria’s upwards movement
of 94 places to rank 55th on the Doing Business index
for the indicator.
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2.4 Doing Business Outcomes - 18 months’
Assessment of Home-grown Indicators
Since its inception in 2016, the PEBEC has steadily introduced its own home-grown indicators to address some
of the peculiar constraints of the Nigerian business environment. The indicators are a response to the yearnings
of the business community for a smoother intra-country trade, entry and exist of people, intellectual property
and improving the capacity of regulatory agencies to implement policies that will engender economic growth and
prosperity.

2.4.1

Regulatory Reforms – Pilot Program

At a session of the Presidential Quarterly Business
Forum (QBF) in September 2017 focused on ease
of doing business, special emphasis was laid on
positioning regulators to becoming business
facilitators towards addressing stakeholder concerns
on Nigeria’s prevailing regulatory landscape. As part
of the decisions reached at the QBF, the EBES was
mandated to develop a business facilitation framework
for regulatory agencies.
The PEBEC consequently approved the regulatory
reform project with NAFDAC and NAICOM as pilot
agencies due to private sector feedback on both
agencies. The regulatory reform program focuses on
the following key deliverables for affected agencies:
•

•

Streamline regulatory procedures for efficiency

NAFDAC was mandated to improve transparency
of the product testing process, institute product
risk categorization and update/re-issuance of the
product certificate renewal guideline document for
improved efficiency in the renewal process. Timelines
for product registration was also reduced to 90 days
(for food products registration) and 120 days (for drug
products registration).
The National Insurance Commission (NAICOM) was
charged to provide clarity around the enforcement of
capital requirements and pricing regulations, limited
insurance coverage and distribution, and improve
efficiency of its internal processes.

Eliminate of cumbersome regulatory procedures
around services provided by both agencies
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2.4.2 Exit and Entry of People (EEP)
The EEP is a home-grown initiative targeted at
improving the visa application process and the travel
experience for citizens and visitors at our international
airports and land borders. In 2019, the Nigeria
Immigration Service set out to fully implement its visaon-arrival (VoA) processes.28 The new reform now offers
applicants an online platform to initiate and complete
the application process via https://portal.immigration.
gov.ng/visa/freshVisa. PEBEC Feedback kiosks were
also introduced to enable travellers provide feedback

2.4.3

on travel experience. The Federal Airports Authority of
Nigeria also eliminated the use of Passenger Service
Charge stickers for local travel.
The Executive Order 001 (EO1), issued in May
2017, mandates MDAs to issue ordinary tourist and
business visas within 48 hours; publish up to date list
of requirements and timelines on visa on arrival on all
immigration related websites, and process visas in a
transparent manner.29

Trading Within Nigeria (TWN)

Trading within Nigeria was developed in response
to stakeholder feedback on cumbersome regulatory
procedures, freight and transportation challenges
(e.g., multiple checkpoints and road blocks), as well
as intellectual property issues (e.g. slow trademark
issuance processes and unclear mechanisms for
technology transfer), among others. The indicator was
also designed to remove constraints around intra-

country trade for MSMEs.
During the period, backlog of trademark applications
was cleared, with over 60,000 trademarks issued.
NAFDAC also cleared its backlog of pending registration
for products and introduced a 90-day timeline for the
registration of food products.

In conclusion, the business climate reform agenda of the PEBEC has brought ease of doing business to the forefront
of the policy-making process. Government at all levels are increasingly mindful of the need to implement business
climate reforms to attract and retain private investments. In the last three years, Nigeria has moved up 39 places
on the Doing Business index having lost 64 places in the eight years preceding the establishment of the PEBEC.
However, there are many more opportunities waiting to be harnessed. With Nigerians globally renowned? for their
entrepreneural? spirit, a more favourable business climate in Nigeria will herald a multiplier effect on the Nigerian
economy. Accordingly, the PEBEC will continue to strengthen collaboration among agencies to deliver on systemic
reforms towards making Nigeria a progressively easier place to do business.
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3.0 SUBNATIONAL EODB INTERVENTION: TAKING
EASE OF DOING BUSINESS TO ALL NIGERIANS
3.1

Nigeria’s Subnational Project

The subnational reform program was born out of
the need to cascade business climate reforms to
all States of the Federation and the Federal Capital
Territory. Indeed, every business in Nigeria is situated
within State territories, therefore, policies, regulations,
legislations and bureaucracy at the subnational level
have a significant impact on businesses within state
jurisdictions. Since July 2017 the PEBEC has been
partnering with the National Economic Council (NEC)
to replicate high impact reforms using the PEBEC

model. The Enabling Business Environment Secretariat
(EBES) began collaborating with and providing
technical support to colleagues at the subnational
level in the implementation of their own ease of
doing business reform agendas. The adopted PEBEC
recommendation included the replication of an ease
of doing business council, and the nomination of a
State Reform Champion as arrowheads for replicating
successful EoDB reforms across states and regions.

Consequently, the EBES hosted an EoDB methodology
workshop in August 2017 to formally kick-start the
collaboration with State Governments. Eighteen
states were represented at the inception workshop,
which provided the avenue to intimate State Reform
Champions on the business climate reform program.

The workshop was followed by regional technical
workshops across five geo-political zones. The
technical workshop, organized by the EBES, was to
prepare senior state government officials ahead of
the Right of Reply (RoR) meetings of the World Bank
Subnational Doing Business team.
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In 2018, the EBES, in collaboration with host State
Governments began organizing regional Stakeholder
Engagement meetings with the business community
across the six geopolitical zones. The business
community was given the opportunity to provide
feedback on the business climate to the host State
Governor and the region as a whole, while also

interacting directly with Reform Champions from
federal ministries, departments and agencies (MDAs)
as well as their state counterparts. In 2018 stakeholder
engagement meetings were held in Abia, Akwa-Ibom,
Edo, FCT, Gombe, Imo, Kaduna, Kano, Lagos, Ogun
and Oyo States.

The impact of the regional technical workshops and
Stakeholder Engagement forums was immediately
made visible in the unprecedented full participation
of all 36 States and the FCT at the technical right of
reply meetings (RoR) organized by the World Bank
in conjunction with the EBES for state governments
in March 2018. The RoR meetings afforded State
Governments the opportunity to provide feedback
on the preliminary results of the 2018 World Bank

Subnational Report on Nigeria, and the country saw
a remarkable improvement in results when the final
report was released in October 2018.
Arising from the collaboration between PEBEC and the
National Economic Council (NEC) which commenced in
July 2017, another priority focus for the PEBEC in 2019
was the stakeholder engagement and agreement of
methodology for a baseline business climate survey
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across Nigerian states and regions. This baseline survey
methodology was developed by the Subnational Ease
of Doing Business Technical Working Group (TWG)
comprising Federal and State Government and private
sector representation, and is predicated on four

home-grown indicators – infrastructure and security;
regulatory environment; transparency and access to
information; and labour and work force readiness - in
a bid to deepen the impact of reforms for all Nigerians.
The baseline survey is billed to be conducted in 2020.

3.2 World Bank Subnational
Country Report – 2018 Report on Nigeria
On October 18, 2018, the World Bank released its
2018 Doing Business in Nigeria report. The report
highlights the prevailing business environment across
the 36 states and the Federal Capital Territory (FCT).
The fourth in the series of the World Bank Subnational
Doing Business studies on Nigeria, the World Bank

noted “the results are encouraging: almost all states
have improved since 2014, when the last study was
conducted.” The report also highlights that the gap
between the lagging states and the better-performing
states is getting narrower”.

Key findings from the report are listed below:
• No single Nigerian state dominates the indicator rankings across all areas benchmarked. The results show that
most states, if not all, have something to showcase and something to learn.
• The states that lagged behind in 2010 have been improving and narrowing the gap in regulatory efficiency with
the better-performing states.
• In the past four years (2014-2018), 29 Nigerian states implemented 43 reforms across the four areas
benchmarked, with Kaduna, Enugu, Abia, Lagos, and Anambra showing the most advance towards the global
good practice frontier.
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Most reforms were federally driven in the area of starting a business, and most were focused on the efficiency of
processes rather than the quality of regulations.
• A proactive approach where state governments implement federal reform initiatives in centrally regulated
areas, but also design and implement their own reforms in areas under state authority, will be key to improving
Nigeria’s business environment.
• Twenty-eight states have made major improvements in starting a business since 2014, thanks to a combination
of the use of an online platform, establishment of new stamp duty offices and simplification of incorporation
forms.
• Dealing with construction permits is easiest in Niger, where it takes 11 procedures and 53 days, at a cost of
3.9% of the warehouse value. But the process is fastest in Jigawa, where it takes 33 days.
• Transferring property in Nigeria requires on average 12 procedures and costs more than 15% of the property
value, making the process twice as cumbersome and expensive as in the average economy in Sub-Saharan
Africa.
• Kaduna is the easiest place to enforce a contract within Nigeria. Resolving a standardized commercial dispute
there takes 307 days and costs 25.2% of the claim value.

3.2.1 2018 Subnational Rankings Top Reformers and Most Improved States
Kaduna State led the list of the 5 most improved states,
having implemented reforms across three of the four
indicators captured in the report. The State launched
its Ease of Doing Business charter, improved its
business licensing regime, introduced flat fee structure
for property-related fees, commence digitization of
its land registry, among other reforms. With Kaduna,

Enugu, Abia, Lagos and Anambra States are also listed
as most improved States in the report. The PEBECNEC Subnational ease of doing business intervention
has given important validation to stakeholders on the
ongoing reforms delivered the Federal Government as
well as States at the subnational level.
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3.4 Listen.Implement.Track – Subnational
LITuation Tour 2019 - 2020
In October 2019, the EBES commenced a national
road show to drive public awareness on already
implemented reforms at both federal and subnational
level. The PEBEC Subnational LITuation tour seeks
to Listen, Implement and Track (LIT) feedback and

business climate reforms across the six (6) geopolitical regions. The tour is geared towards young
entrepreneurs (businesses from about 0-7 years of
operation), and is held in collaboration with host State
Governments for the region. LITuation kicked off in
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Lagos on October 10, 2019 and, thereafter, stopped
in four (4) of the six (6) geo-political zones between
October and December 2019. Host states included:
South East in Owerri, Imo State; North Central in Ilorin,
Kwara State; South West in Ado Ekiti, Ekiti State; and
South South in Uyo, Akwa Ibom State.
The LITuation stakeholder engagements provide an
avenue to listen deeply to and engage with the private
sector on issues which may be peculiar to the state
or region. At each stop the EBES team also facilitates
regional technical workshops on global best practice
and peer learning opportunities for relevant state
government officials across each zone.
Key learnings from the nation-wide LITuation tour so
far include the following:
• The subnational reforms on ease of doing business
are key to attracting key investments to the States.
• Collaboration is key and should be deepened to
deliver greater impact.
• The Subnational exercise presents opportunities
for a healthy competition among States.
• Adopting technology to improve processes –
The role of technology in government processes
cannot be discounted, as many of the would
have been impossible without it. We see how
automation of business registration process and
digitization of land titling and mapping as has
been implemented by some State Governments
have improved the business environment.
• Ensuring more transparency in governance
- Transparency promotes efficiency and
effectiveness in the way government conducts
its business. Transparency refers to the right
to know and how well citizens have access to
information relating to services and operations
of the government. Many State Governments
have demonstrated increasing commitment to
transparency by publishing fees and procedures
for services rendered.

•

•

•

Establishment of an EoDB Council and the
appointment of State reform champions – It has
been observed that State Governments with an
EoDB Council and a high-level government official
appointed to coordinate EoDB reforms in the State
recorded more appreciable improvements in the
implementation of reforms than peers without
such official. It is recommended that the EoDB
Council be chaired by the Governor or Deputy
Governor for effectiveness
The appointment of a State Reform Champion has
also led to better monitoring and thoroughness in
implementation of reforms.
Small Claims Courts (SCCs) have proven to
significantly reduce the time taken for the delivery
of judgments in disputes over assets of not more
than N5million. This is especially important as a
sizable number of cases brought before SCC was
resolved through consent judgements.

The LITuation tour will continue in 2020, with stops
scheduled for FCT, Jigawa, Kano and Bauchi. It is
expected that State government officials will continue
to collaborate with colleagues at the federal level and
across states and regions as they collectively work more
cohesively as a team to achieve remarkable reforms
for the Nigerian economy. This tested approach will
better position Nigeria to compete for and attract
more investments as a result of an improved business
climate.
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4.0 LEGISLATIVE
REFORMS – A COMMITTED COALITION
4.1

The Companies and Allied Matters Bill – Status Update

Over the last three decades Nigeria’s corporate
landscape has undergone significant transformation
in tandem with our economic growth and global
trends. In comparison, the country’s primary business
administration law – the Companies and Allied Matters
Act (CAMA) – which was revolutionary as at the time
it came into force in 1990, has not kept pace with
important developments across the world. In order to
move Nigeria closer to global best practice, a coalition
of stakeholders had been working for a number of
years to reform the corporate legislative regime.

Assembly made it possibly the largest reform bill to be
passed in Nigeria in 29 years.

With its mandate to create an enabling business
environment for businesses to thrive, the PEBEC
assumed the role of advocating for the repeal and
re-enactment of the CAMA in close collaboration with
key public and private sectors stakeholders, including
the National Assembly Business Environment
Roundtable (NASSBER), the Section of Business Law
of the Nigerian Bar Association (NBA-SBL) and the
Nigerian Economic Summit Group (NESG). After about
18 months of intense engagement, the Companies
and Allied Matters Bill 2018 was actualized and went
through legislative procedures at both houses of the
National Assembly. In May 2018, the Senate of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria passed the CAM Bill 2018
and was followed by the subsequent passage of the
Bill by the House of Representatives in January 2019.
The historical passage of the Bill by the 8th National

•
•
•

The CAM Bill was re-introduced into the 9th National
Assembly in December 2019 and should become law
by the end of the first quarter of 2020. Once re-enacted
and given Presidential assent into law, CAMA 2020 is
expected to facilitate business reforms particularly with
regards three key legal reform indicators for starting a
business, resolving insolvency, and protecting minority
investors. The main highlights of the Bill include the:

•
•

Introduction of single member companies.
Introduction of Limited Liability Partnerships
Codification of the electronic reservation of
business names
Optional use of common seal
Removal of the requirement for a Declaration
of Compliance and substituting same with a
Statement of Compliance.

The CAM Bill is reflective of Nigeria’s attempt to align
with global best practices as the top 10 countries on
the World Economic Forum Global Competitive Index30.
Additionally, in line with the initiation of reforms to
reflect best practices in the Resolving Insolvency and
Protecting Minority Investors indicators,31 the CAM Bill
will be instrumental in reflecting key reform provisions
in these areas.

4.2 The Business Facilitation (Omnibus)
Bill – Status Update
Over the past 18 months, EBES has in conjunction
with the Section of Business Law of the Nigerian Bar
Association (NBA-SBL); the Nigerian Economic Summit
Group (NESG) identified provisions which were drafted
by the Ministry of Justice into a proposed Executive
Bill to address some outdated which have been seen

to create bottlenecks for businesses. The EBES will
also continue to drive engagement on the required
amendments with the relevant stakeholders, then
secure the passage of the Omnibus Bill on Business
Facilitation by the 9th National Assembly.
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5.0 PUBLIC & PRIVATE SECTOR COLLABORATION:
DRIVING ACCOUNTABILITY, REWARDING PERFORMANCE
5.1 Executive Order 001 on Transparency and Efficiency in
Public Service Delivery
The Executive Order 001 (EO1) on the Promotion
of Transparency and Efficiency in the Business
Environment is the first executive order of the
current Administration. The order provides the
fullest executive backing and political capital for the
creation of an enabling environment for businesses by
seeking to entrench measures and strategies aimed
at promoting transparency and efficiency within the
public service.
EO1 has been acknowledged as one of the Federal
Government of Nigeria (FGN)’s most innovative
strategic initiatives to deliver quick, pragmatic change
for Nigerians. While incremental change has already
begun to be felt, when fully implemented, EO1
will transform the way the FGN and its Ministries,
Departments and Agencies (MDAs) serve the business
community and the public at large.
EO1’s six directives address limitations identified in
the civil and public service systems: Transparency;
Default Approval (efficiency); One Government
(efficiency); Entry Experience of Visitors and Travelers,
Port Operations and Registration of Businesses. The
key objectives of the EO1 are to:
1. Deepen the impact of completed reforms in the
frontline offices that engage with the public.
2. Foster collaboration between MDAs in their
service delivery.
3. Institutionalize systemic change sustainably.
Prior to signing EO1, His Excellency, the Vice President
(HEVP), convened a sensitization and interactive
session with senior civil and public servants to discuss

the EO1 directives. HEVP subsequently met with about
3,000 members of the middle cadre of the service in
a session designed to make FGN officials aware of
EO1, communicate its importance, and inspire them
to be receptive and committed to implementing the
mandate.
Following the issuance of the EO1 on May 18, 2017,
HEVP directed the Head of Service (HOS) of the
Federation and the Secretary to the Government
of the Federation (SGF), in collaboration with the
EBES, to conduct workshops for all MDAs on the
operationalization of the order. Workshops were
conducted in batches between June and August 2017
for several of the 960 MDAs under the Civil and Public
Services.
The EBES subsequently conducted one-on-one
training workshops for the public service to intimate
them on the objectives of the Order. The workshop
was well attended and was followed by additional
workshop programs for a select group of MDAs.
Strategic focus workshops were also conducted with
46 MDAs selected based on their immediate impact
on the business environment and feedback from
stakeholders via forums and surveys. These agencies
are referred to as the PEBEC Priority MDAs (PPM).
The workshops conveyed the EO1 Integrated
Operationalisation Plan (IOP)1 that lays out three key
elements required for the MDAs to operationalise and
implement the EO1:
•
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•

•

fees for the services, permits, waivers, approvals
and certifications issued by the MDA
Customer interface mechanism that outlines the
MDA’s complaints collation and conflict resolution
procedures, customer service mechanism and
management structure
Communication strategy for internal and external
audiences that include training workshops,
awareness campaigns, and advocacy.

The MDAs were also encouraged to develop standard
operating procedures (SOPs) or update existing ones.
The SOPs will include clear consequence management
and incentive/reward systems to track performance,
and ensure consistent implementation of EO1. Each
MDA was also mandated to set up a five (5) man
implementation team led by a directorate cadre staff,
to coordinate the implementation of the EO1 within
the MDA.

5.2

Since the signing of EO1 over two and a half years
ago, MDAs have made significant improvements.
Many have taken up the challenge to deliver more
transparent and efficient services to their customers.
Notable milestones include:
•

•

•

An increase in the number of MDAs that
have functional websites containing detailed
information about their services or statutory
functions.
Greater awareness across all civil servant cadres
in the MDAs on the need to be customer-centric in
their service delivery. To date, over 60% of MDAs
have implemented the Order.
Better collaboration among MDAs as mandated by
the EO1 “One Government” directive. For example,
MDAs now accept photocopies of documents
issued by other MDAs and do not require the
originals.

FROM PEBEC.REPORT to REPORTGOV.NG

Following His Excellency Vice President Osinbajo’s
directive to the EBES to track implementation of the
EO1, the EBES designed a monitoring and evaluation
(M&E) methodology internal to MDAs to measure
progress of the E01. Recognizing that private sector
feedback is vital to measuring transparency and
efficiency in public service delivery, the EBES facilitated
the development of an interface that affords citizens
the opportunity to lodge complaints and provide
feedback on services rendered by MDAs.
The EBES organised a service-delivery focused
hackathon in June 2017 to elicit a home-grown bestof-breed transparency, monitoring and evaluation
solution from the software developer community. The
competition produced a winning solution targeted at
providing opportunities for citizens and businesses to
whistle-blow, register complaints, raise subsequently
and apply for licences or permits, among other
features. The prototype was eventually developed

into a full solution by a private sector organization in
October 2017.
In November 2017, the PEBEC approved the enlistment
of 9 MDAs on the application for a pilot run. Prior to
this, the EBES had trained desk officers across the 9
MDAs on the usage and functionalities of the solution.
The pilot run was completed in June 2018 with a twoday refresher training for all desk officers across the
enlisted MDAs. The Vice President launched the then
PEBEC.report application on June 25, 2018.
With the launch over, the EBES considered scaling up
the solution to include more MDAs, introduce mobile
channels and embark on a nationwide communication
of the platform. Ahead of nationwide communication
of the solution, there was the need to rebrand the app
to REPORTGOV.NG. Consequently, the EBES identified
9 additional MDAs to be activated on the platform.
On March 14, 2019, PEBEC launched the rebranded
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REPORTGOV.NG – now in web and mobile version
(Android and iOS) - at a well-attended event in Lagos.
All 18 MDAs attended a three-day training workshop
ahead of the March 14 release date.
In order the increase to footprints of the platform, the
EBES deployed three kiosks at the arrival section of the
Lagos and Abuja international airports as self-service
terminals for travellers who may provide feedback on
services rendered by MDAs. The terminal has boosted
the quality and number of feedback or complaints
emanating from the general public. It has also helped

in the identification of trends and easy tracking of
issues that matter most to Nigerian citizens.
Over the past 18 months, the REPORTGOV.NG has
successfully resolved over 1,500 complaints across
18 participating MDAs. The solution also recorded an
overall 88% resolution rate for all complaints. During
the same time period, two EO1 Annual reports for 2018
and 2019 have been released to the public containing
performance statistics on both EO1 and reportgov.ng
performance by MDAs.

5.3 EO1 and ReportGov.ng Score Card
5.3 .1 EO1 Score Card
Entry Experience of Travellers and Ports Operations
are two of the sector specific directives that seeks to
address and improve visitors experience and trade
operations at the air and seaports. The results below
display the level of compliance of affected MDAs as

regards the implementation of the directives from
June 2018 to May 2019. The directives are measured
based on tours of facilities, mystery shopping, and
citizens reports during the period of assessment.
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EO1 Score Card - Entry Experience of Travelers and Visitors
ENTRY AND EXIT EXPERIENCE OF TRAVELLERS AND
VISITORS
EO1 included provisions to aid a seamless travel experience for visitors and
travellers at the airports

Ordinary tourist and business visas shall be
issued within 48 hours

Updated list of requirements and
timelines for visa-on-arrival to be published on
immigration related websites

The processing of issuance of visa-on-arrival shall
be done in a transparent manner

There shall be no touting at the airports

Officials caught soliciting or receiving bribes
from passengers shall be subject to immediate
removal from post and disciplined

Agencies at the airports shall merge their
respective departure and arrival interfaces
into a single customer interface

Not completed

Source: 2019 EO1 Report
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90%

Agencies at the port shall harmoniz
single interface station at the port a
single joint task force

90%

The single interface station shall sub
on the goods arriving and departing
head of the MDA and the head of th
of Statistics

80%

Each port in Nigeria shall assign an e
terminal to be dedicated to the exp
agricultural produce

60%

The Apapa port to resume 24-hour o
30 days of the issuance of the order

60%

No touting allowed at the ports by o
nonofficial persons

Officials caught soliciting or receivin
passengers shall be subject to imme
post and disciplined

50%

Completed
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EO1 Score Card - Port Operations
PORT OPERATIONS

EO1 included provisions to improve efficiency of operations at the sea ports and
improve the ease of trading across borders through the ports

Agencies at the port shall harmonize their operations into
one single interface station at the port and implement a
single joint task force

90%

The single interface station shall submit weekly data on
the goods arriving and departing Nigeria to the head
of the MDA and the head of the National Bureau of
Statistics

90%
The single interface station shall

Each port in Nigeria shall assign an existing export
terminal to be dedicated to the exportation of
agricultural produce

90%

The Apapa port to resume 24-hour operations within 30
days of the issuance of the order

90%
The Apapa port to resume 24-ho

Agencies at the port shall harmo
single interface station at the po
single joint task force

on the goods arriving and depart
head of the MDA and the head o
of Statistics

Each port in Nigeria shall assign a
terminal to be dedicated to the e
agricultural produce

30 days of the issuance of the ord

No touting allowed at the ports by official and nonofficial
persons

Officials caught soliciting
or receiving bribes from
passengers shall be subject to immediate removal from
post and disciplined

Not completed

Source: 2019 EO1 Report
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No touting allowed at the ports b
60%
nonofficial persons

Officials caught soliciting or rece
passengers shall be subject to im
post and disciplined

50%

Completed
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5.3.2

The REPORTGOV App

The ReportGov app serves as a feedback mechanism
for MDAs, which have assigned administrators to
handle complaints in due compliance to the response
time under its Service Level Agreement which allows
72 hours for responding and resolving issues. All
administrators have been trained on how to handle
complaints and feedback from the app. ReportGov

kiosks with self-service terminals and customer service
representatives have recently been placed in Lagos
and Abuja international airports to promote the app
and encourage private sector to give feedback about
their airport and travel experience. The app is being
scaled up to include more MDAs and provide wider
coverage
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5.3.3

Efficiency Compliance Ranking

The efficiency compliance of MDAs is measured by their performance on the service
delivery timelines and compliance to the Default Approvals and One Government
directives in the EO1 (1-year) and is published in the Annual EO1 report. Below are
the rankings from the 2019 EO1 Annual report, as well as a separate EO1 Interim
report covering June to December 2019
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1

Nigeria Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC)

96.33%

1ST

2

Oil & Gas Free Zone Authority (OGFZA)

95.93%

2ND

3

Standards Organization of Nigeria (SON)

85.82%

3RD

4

Consumer Protection Council (CPC)

84.16%

4TH

5

National Office for Technology Acquisition
and Promotion (NOTAP)

79.44%

5TH

6

Nigeria Electricity Management Service
Agency (NEMSA)

76.49%

6TH

7

Nigeria Export Promotion Council (NEPC)

74.01%

7TH

8

Nigerian Shippers Council (NSC)

73.22%

8TH

9

Nigerian Agricultural Quarantine
Services (NAQS)

68.59%

9TH

10

Bureau for Public Procurement (BPP)

68.22%

10TH

11

Nigeria Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA)

65.27%

11TH

12

Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)

64.90%

12TH

13

Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS)

62.09%

13TH

14

National Agency For Food And Drug
Administration (NAFDAC)

59.63%

14TH

15

Nigeria Maritime Administration and
Safety Agency (NIMASA)

58.09%

15TH

16

Pension Commission (PENCOM)

57.72%

16TH

17

Nigeria Export Processing Zone
Authority (NEPZA)

55.16%

17TH

KEY:
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18

Nigeria Content Development
Management Board (NCDMB)

53.39%

18TH

19

Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

52.09%

19TH

20

Nigeria Immigration Services (NIS)

48.30%

20TH

21

Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMoFA)

42.88%

21ST

22

Federal Airports Authority of Nigeria (FAAN)

41.30%

22ND

23

Nigeria Investment Promotion
Commission (NIPC)

34.90%

23RD

24

Federal Ministry of Environment (FME)

26.62%

24TH

25

Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)

25.69%

25TH

26

Nigerian Police Force (NPF)

24.47%

26TH

27

Nigeria Ports Authorites (NPA)

---

27TH

28

Nigerian Customs Services (NCS)

---

27TH

29

Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)

---

27TH

30

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

---

27TH

31

Commercial Law & Trademakes
Department (Trademarks)

---

27TH

32

Special Control Unit for Money
Laundering (SCUML)

---

27TH

33

Federal Ministry of Interior (FMI)

---

27TH

34

Federal Ministry of Finance (FMF)

---

27TH

KEY:

Source: 2019 EO1 Annual Report
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EO1 Efficiency Scores from June - December 2019

1

Oil & Gas Free Zone
Authority (OGFZA)

84%

1ST

2

Consumer Protection Council (CPC)

83%

2ND

3

Nigeria Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC)

82%

3RD

4

Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS)

78%

4TH

5

Nigerian Agricultural
Quarantine Services (NAQS)

76%

5TH

6

Nigerian Export-Import
Bank (NEXIM)

73%

6TH

7

Nigeria Maritime Administration
and Safety Agency (NIMASA)

72%

7TH

8

Standards Organization
of Nigeria (SON)

70%

8TH

9

Bureau for Public
Procurement (BPP)

69%

9TH

10

Nigerian Customs
Services (NCS)

62%

10TH

11

Nigeria Civil Aviation
Authority (NCAA)

59%

11TH

12

Federal Ministry of
Interior (FMI)

58%

12TH

13

Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)

49%

13TH

14

Pension Commission (PENCOM)

48%

14TH

15

Nigeria Immigration Services (NIS)

48%

15TH

16

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

46%

16TH

17

Nigeria Electricity Management
Service Agency (NEMSA)

45%

17TH

KEY:
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18

Nigerian Shippers Council (NSC)

35%

18TH

19

National Agency For Food And Drug
Administration (NAFDAC)

28%

19TH

20

Nigeria Export Promotion
Council (NEPC)

20%

20TH

21

Nigeria Export Processing
Zone Authority (NEPZA)

16%

21ST

22

Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

13%

22ND

23

National Office for Technology Acquisition
and Promotion (NOTAP)

12%

23RD

24

Nigeria Investment Promotion
Commission (NIPC)

6%

24TH

25

Nigeria Content Development
Management Board (NCDMB)

5%

25TH

26

Special Control Unit for Money
Laundering (SCUML)

5%

26TH

27

Nigerian Police Force (NPF)

0%

26TH

28

Nigeria Ports Authorites (NPA)

0%

26TH

29

National Collateral Registry (NCR)

0%

26TH

30

Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMoFA)

0%

26TH

31

Federal Ministry of Environment (FME)

0%

26TH

32

Federal Airports Authority of Nigeria (FAAN)

0%

26TH

33

Commercial Law & Trademakes
Department (Trademarks)

0%

26TH

Source: Enabling Business Environment Secretariat (EBES)
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5.3.4

Transparency Assessment Ranking

Before EO1, standard processes, timelines and service fees were not publicly
available on the website most Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs). As
a result, citizens were not empowered to demand efficient service creating the
opportunity for rent-seeking. Since 2016, PEBEC reforms have sought to address
these deficiencies by reviewing processes and leveraging on automation in priority
business facing MDAs. The EO1 entrenches these reforms for sustainability by
mandating ALL MDAs in Nigeria to:
• Publish a complete list of all fees, timelines, conditions and requirements for
obtaining permits, licences and approvals in its premises and on its website.
• Places the responsibility to constantly update and verify such information under
the responsibility of each MDA head.
The transparency of an MDA is measured based on existence of a website,
interactive online portal, detailed content of services, timelines, costs, requirements,
and customer service contact details.
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1

Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS)

100%

1ST

2

Nigeria Export
Promotion Council (NEPC)

92%

2ND

3

Standards Organization
of Nigeria (SON)

89.5%

3RD

4

National Office for Technology Acquisition and
Promotion (NOTAP)

89%

4TH

5

Nigeria Electricity Management
Service Agency (NEMSA)

88.3%

5TH

6

Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)

88%

6TH

7

National Collateral Registry (NCR)

88%

6TH

8

National Agency For Food And Drug
Administration (NAFDAC)

85%

8TH

9

Nigeria Investment Promotion
Commission (NIPC)

84%

9TH

10

Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)

82%

10TH

11

Nigeria Ports Authorites (NPA)

79.8%

11TH

12

Consumer Protection Council (CPC)

77%

12TH

13

Nigerian Agricultural Quarantine
Services (NAQS)

77%

12TH

14

Federal Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (FMoFA)

77%

12TH

15

Nigerian Shippers
Council (NSC)

76%

15TH

16

Nigeria Immigration Services (NIS)

76%

15TH

17

Federal Airports Authority
of Nigeria (FAAN)

74%

17TH

KEY:
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18

Oil & Gas Free Zone Authority (OGFZA)

73%

18TH

19

Security and Exchange
Commission (SEC)

71.4%

19TH

20

Commercial Law & Trademakes Department
(Trademarks)

71%

20TH

21

Bureau for Public
Procurement (BPP)

69.6%

21ST

22

Nigeria Content Development Management
Board (NCDMB)

68.5%

22ND

23

Pension Commission (PENCOM)

64%

23RD

24

Nigeria Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC)

63%

24TH

25

Nigeria Export Processing Zone
Authority (NEPZA)

62%

25TH

26

Nigeria Maritime Administration and
Safety Agency (NIMASA)

56%

26TH

27

Federal Ministry of
Environment (FME)

56%

26TH

28

Nigeria Civil Aviation
Authority (NCAA)

55%

28TH

29

Nigerian Customs Services (NCS)

54.8%

29TH

30

Special Control Unit for Money Laundering
(SCUML)

54%

30TH

31

Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

53%

31ST

32

Federal Ministry of Interior (FMI)

33%

32ND

33

Nigerian Police Force (NPF)

30.8%

33TH

34

Federal Ministry of Finance (FMF)
Source: 2019 EO1 Annual Report

KEY:
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Cumulative Compliance from June 2017 to May 2019
Over the last two and a half years, PEBEC in collaboration with SERVICOM and the Office of the Head of
Service of the Federation have been tracking MDAs’ compliance with the EO1 transparency and efficiency
directives. Below reflects the cumulative performance of the MDAs in the last 2 years from June 2017 – May
2019, which was released in the 2019 EO1 Report.
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1

Oil & Gas Free Zone
Authority (OGFZA)

88.37%

1ST

2

Nigeria Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC

80.83%

2ND

3

Consumer Protection
Council (CPC)

79.37%

3RD

4

Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS)

75.88%

4TH

5

Nigerian Agricultural Quarantine
Services (NAQS)

75.67%

5TH

6

Standards Organization
of Nigeria (SON)

73.76%

6TH

7

Nigeria Export Promotion
Council (NEPC)

73.59%

7TH

8

Nigeria Electricity Management
Service Agency (NEMSA)

73.14%

8TH

9

National Office for Technology Acquisition
and Promotion (NOTAP)

70.95%

9TH

10

Federal Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (FMoFA)

69.61%

10TH

11

Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)

69.02%

11TH

12

Nigeria Export Processing
Zone Authority (NEPZA)

64.65%

12TH

13

Bureau for Public Procurement (BPP)

63.66%

13TH

14

Nigerian Shippers Council (NSC)

62.57%

14TH

15

Nigeria Content Development
Management Board (NCDMB)

60.87%

15TH

16

Nigeria Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA)

57.39%

16TH

17

Nigeria Electricity Management
Service Agency (NEMSA)

56.07%

17TH

KEY:
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18

Federal Airports Authority
of Nigeria (FAAN)

54.23%

18TH

19

Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

53.16%

19TH

20

National Agency For Food And Drug
Administration (NAFDAC)

48.89%

20TH

21

Nigeria Maritime Administration
and Safety Agency (NIMASA)

47.43%

21ST

22

Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)

44.14%

22ND

23

Nigeria Investment Promotion
Commission (NIPC)

43.02%

23RD

24

Nigeria Ports Authorites (NPA)

35.84%

24TH

25

Nigerian Police Force (NPF)

35.37%

25TH

26

Nigeria Immigration Services (NIS)

34.00%

26TH

27

Federal Ministry of Environment (FME)

32.84%

27TH

28

National Collateral Registry (NCR)

26.40%

28TH

29

Nigerian Customs Services (NCS)

21.83%

29TH

30

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

21.42%

30TH

31

Commercial Law & Trademakes
Department (Trademarks)

21.30%

31TH

32

Special Control Unit for Money
Laundering (SCUML)

16.20%

32TH

33

Federal Ministry of Interior (FMI)

9.90%

33TH

34

Federal Ministry of Finance (FMF)

---

34TH

Source: 2019 EO1 Annual Report

KEY:
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MDAs EO1 Transparency Score @ December 2019
Again, the interim Transparency Scores for MDAS as at December 2019 is below. The
transparency of an MDA is measured based on existence of a website, interactive online
portal, detailed content of services, timelines, costs, requirements, and customer service
contact details. Below reflects the performance of the MDAs for the period ending
December 2019.
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1

Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS)

98%

1ST

2

Nigeria Export
Promotion Council (NEPC)

93%

2ND

3

Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC)

91%

3RD

4

Standards Organization
of Nigeria (SON)

90%

4TH

5

National Office for Technology Acquisition
and Promotion (NOTAP)

90%

5TH

6

National Agency For Food And Drug
Administration (NAFDAC)

88%

6TH

7

Nigeria Investment Promotion
Commission (NIPC)

87%

6TH

8

Nigeria Electricity Management
Service Agency (NEMSA)

86%

8TH

9

National Collateral
Registry (NCR)

85%

9TH

10

Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)

84%

10TH

11

Nigeria Ports Authorites (NPA)

81%

11TH

12

Consumer Protection Council (CPC)

79%

12TH

13

Bureau for Public Procurement (BPP)

79%

12TH

14

Nigeria Immigration
Services (NIS)

79%

12TH

15

Nigerian Shippers
Council (NSC)

78%

15TH

16

Nigerian Agricultural Quarantine
Services (NAQS)

76%

16H

17

Federal Airports Authority
of Nigeria (FAAN)

76%

16TH

KEY:
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18

Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMoFA)

75%

18TH

19

Oil & Gas Free Zone Authority (OGFZA)

74%

19TH

20

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

73%

20TH

21

Commercial Law & Trademakes
Department (Trademarks)

71%

21ST

22

Nigeria Content Development Management
Board (NCDMB)

69%

22ND

23

Nigeria Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC)

68%

23RD

24

Pension Commission (PENCOM)

66%

24TH

25

Nigeria Export Processing Zone
Authority (NEPZA)

60%

25TH

26

Nigeria Maritime Administration and
Safety Agency (NIMASA)

59%

26TH

27

Federal Ministry of Interior (FMI)

59%

26TH

28

Nigeria Civil Aviation
Authority (NCAA)

58%

28TH

29

Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

57%

29TH

30

Nigerian Customs Services (NCS)

57%

29TH

31

Federal Ministry of Environment (FME)

55%

31ST

32

Special Control Unit for Money
Laundering (SCUML)

52%

32ND

33

Nigerian Police Force (NPF)

45%

33TH

Source: Enabling Business Environment Secretariat (EBES)
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5.4 Celebrating Excellence - The PEBEC Awards
The 2nd PEBEC Awards was held in April 2019 on the
precedent set by the inaugural edition of the awards
held in December 2017. The event set out to showcase
and reward reformative leadership and organizations
within the public service and the private sector, as well
as individuals who have been outstanding in driving
the Ease of Doing Business Reforms. At the second
edition of the PEBEC awards it was apparent to all that
PEBEC reforms were permiating across a large section
of government, and becoming a new culture for those

who had made efforts to improve Nigeria’s business
environment.
Celebrating excellence is an incentive that creates
healthy competition and encourages the winners
to do more and contribute to a Nigerian business
environment that works. It also acknowledges the role
States have in scaling the reforms on doing business
across the country.
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CATEGORY

CITATION

Executive Order 001

MDA With High Transparency
& Compliance

Report.gov.ng. App
Deployment

MDA With Strongest
Performance

Most Improved
MDA Award

Home-grown Indicators

WINNER
Oil and Gas Free Zone
Authority (OGFZA)
Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC)
National Office for Technology
Acquisition and Promotion (NOTAP)

Top Reformer-MDA

MDA With Strongest
Performance

Top Reformer-MDA

For Starting A Business

Top Reformer-MDA

For Trading Across Borders

Nigeria Customs Service, (NCS),
Nigeria Shippers Council, (NSC) and
Nigeria Ports Authority (NPA)

Top Reformer-MDA

For Getting Electricity

Nigerian Electricity Regulatory
Commission, (NERC)

Integrity Award

Displaying Highest Level of
Integrity and Diligence on the Job

Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)
FIRS and CAC

Mr Omotayo Omoniyi, Screening
Officer, Federal Aviation Authority
of Nigeria, (FAAN)

Private Sector Supporters
Award

Technical

World Bank, (WB) Department for
International Development, (DFID)

Private Sector Supporters
Award

Capacity Building

Financial Derivatives Company, (FDC)
AELEX Legal | Oando Plc | First Bank
Plc | Banwo & Ighodalo, Oyewole &
Adesina and Crown Court Attorneys

Private Sector Special
Recognition Award

NBA- SBL | NASSBER | NESG | NSE
FMDQ-OTC

Special Recognition for
Sustained Implementation
Support

Banwo & Ighodalo | KPMG | Procter
& Gamble | Deloitte | Aluko &
Oyebode

Subnational Ranking:
Improved Performers By
World Bank

• Improvement in starting a
business, registering a property
• Improvement in starting a
business, registering a property
& granting construction permits
• Improvement in starting a
business, registering a property
& enforcing contracts
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- Kaduna State
- Enugu State
- Abia State
- Lagos State
- Anambra State
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PEBEC 2019 AWARDS PICTURES
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6.0 FORGING AHEAD
6.1

2020 PEBEC-EBES Outlook

Going forward, the PEBEC will focus on implementation of various initiatives that will deliver long term sustainability
to our reforms. The strategic goals and initiatives have been prioritized for the 2021 reform cycle are:

The 2021 World Bank Doing Business Index (DBI)
We aim to move Nigeria’s ranking to sub-100 in the 2021 World Bank Doing Business report to be released in
October 2020 by continuous collaboration with government agencies in deepening the existing reforms and
initiating new ones to drive the ease of doing business in Nigeria. To achieve this, as now customary for EBES, the
fifth National Action Plan (NAP 5.0) will run in Q1 of 2020. Such ambitious reform goals require all arms and levels of
government to institutionalize these efforts and work closely together with the private sector to deliver sustainable
results.

Strategic Communications
We will continue with our proactive and deliberate effort to drive effective communication of the completed reforms
to key stakeholders and the general public. This aims to build support within and outside the MDAs to improve
internal monitoring, support the objective of performance consistency, and ensure private sector validation of
implemented reforms.

The Subnational Business Climate Survey (Baseline Edition)
PEBEC is ready to conduct a baseline business climate survey across Nigeria’s States and Regions in Q2 2020.
The survey will provide a status report on the attractiveness of states in terms of business climate reforms as
a reference resource for SMEs and the general business community; and will showcase regional attractiveness
backed up by success stories of SMEs across the states. In 2020, the PEBEC will consolidate its efforts to improve
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public service delivery as well as ensure that every state in Nigeria benefits from the sweeping and rewarding
reform agenda through the sub-national ease of doing business project.
Legislative Reforms
In collaboration with the legislature, the PEBEC will intensify efforts towards the passage of the Companies and
Allied Matters Bill (Nigeria’s largest business legislation) by the 9th National Assembly, and speedy Presidential
assent of the enacted Bill. The PEBEC will also continue to drive engagement on the required amendments and
secure the passage of the Omnibus Bill on Business Facilitation to address some outdated laws which have been
seen to create bottlenecks for businesses.

Expansion of Regulatory Reform Program
Regulatory Impact Assessment – The PEBEC will Initiate and complete a study on regulatory impact assessment to
quantify the cost of regulatory compliance to SMEs as well as to determine the importance of certain regulations
to agencies.
Nigeria’s business environment, having tasted the fruits of Ease of Doing Business, cannot decelerate in the pursuit
of further reforms. By pressing hard towards the goal of moving into the top 70 rankings of the World Bank Ease of
Doing Business Index, the PEBEC will ensure that businesses in Nigeria, especially SMEs grow competitively.
Further, through close collaborations with businesses and business owners across the nation, we guarantee that the reform
agenda will stay aligned with the current realities of Nigeria’s business economy. This way, we will continue to deliver results that
are meaningful and profit-enabling for businesses across board.
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Business registrations can now be done via www.cac.gov.ng
The AfCFTA (recognised as the world’s largest free trade area since the formation of World Trade
Organization) is targeted at bringing together all 55 member states of the African Union covering a market
of more than 1.2 billion people, including a growing middle class, and a combined gross domestic product
(GDP) of more than US $ 3.4 Trillion. This will enhance competitiveness of African industries via exploitation of
opportunities for scale production, continental market access and reallocation of resources.
3
Article 12 (2) of the Lagos State Magistrate Court Law (Practice Directions on Small Claims) 2018
4
GDP per Capita figure from World Bank as at 2018
5
Diaspora remittances at $2.6bn as at October 2019 according to CBN
6
The Economic Recovery and Growth Plan projected real GDP growth of 4.5% and 4.8% in 2018 and 2019
respectively. See Economic Recovery and Growth Plan 2017-2020 p. 17
7
‘FG, Siemens sign agreement to generate 11,000 MW by 2023’ Punch Newspaper, July 22, 2019. Available at
https://punchng.com/fg-siemens-sign-agreement-to-generate-11000mw-by-2023/
8
This includes the rehabilitation of the existing Niger bridge as well as the construction of the 2nd Niger
Bridge, the second phase of the Apapa Oshodi Expressway, Abuja-Keffi dual carriageway, Lambata Bida road
in Niger, Okija Bridge junction (amongst others)
9
NAP 60 (January 2017 to July 2017), NAP 2.0 (September 2017 to May 2017), NAP 3.0 (February 2018 to
May 2018), NAP 4.0 (March 2019 to April 2019). September to December 2020- Subnational tour, NAP 5.0
to commence between February 2020 to April 2020). All available at http://www.businessmadeeasy.ng/
resources.php
10
It also surpassed the 2020 Doing Business report which records that 294 business regulatory reforms were
implemented by 115 economies around the world. World Bank Press Release ‘Doing Business Report: New
Record Set as 314 Reforms Introduced to Improve Business Climate Around the World’ available at - https://
www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/10/31/doing-business-report-new-record-set-as-314reforms-introduced-to-improve-business-climate-around-the-world
11
PEBEC’s 2018 Making Business Work Report p.30
12
During the NAP 2.0, CAC extended its operations to 10 additional major cities in Nigeria thereby replacing
manual registration of businesses to online processes. This afforded ore Nigerians access to initiating and
concluding business registration processes online.
13
Article 9(3) of the LSPDSC
14
Article 4(2) of the SPDSC
15
Article 10 of the LSPDSC
16
Article 9 (1) of the LSPDSC
17
Article 12 of the Lagos State Small Claims Court (Practice Directions on small claims) 2018
18
Apapa (2), Yaba (1), Ebute Metta (1), Ogba (4), Igbosere (4), Badagry (1), Epe (1), and Ikorodu (1)
19
Article 12 (2) of the Lagos State Magistrate Court Law (Practice Directions on Small Claims) 2018 provides
that the timeline for resolution of each claim from filing to judgment shall be within 60 days.
20
To view the performance reports and delivered judgments, kindly visit https://lagosjudiciary.gov.ng/
SmallClaimReports.html#Small 
21
Copies of the performance reports and judgments of the courts are available on the judiciary’s website;
www.kanojudiciary.com
23
Section 11 of the Secured Credit Transactions in Movable Assets Act 2017 mandates the National Collateral
Registry to receive, registerand store information about movable assets of companies.
24
CBN Circular available here: https://www.cbn.gov.ng/Out/2019/BSD/CIRCULAR%20ON%20REGULATORY%20
1
2
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MEASURES%20TO%20IMPROVE%20BANK%20LENDING%20-October%202019.pdf
25
www.firs.gov.ng
27
Water connections are also now done simultaneously with payments
28
This was one of the key agendas under NAP 4.0.. Prior to this, visa applicants had to email oa@immigration.
gov.ng with application details.
29
NAP 4.0 on this indicator was centred on enforcing compliance to the stipulated timelines and
requirements
30
Covering 141 economies, the Global Competitiveness Index 4.0 measures national competitiveness—
defined as the set of institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of productivity. Nigeria is
currently on the 116th position on its 2019 report.
31
Both at 148th and 28th position respectively on the World Bank Doing Business Index 2020
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FEDERAL MDAS

ACRONYM

Bank of Industry (BOI)
Bureau for Public Procurement (BPP)
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
Commercial Law & Trademarks Department (FMITI)
Consumer Protection Council (CPC)
Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)
Department of State Services (DSS)
Federal Airports Authority of Nigeria (FAAN)
Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS)
Federal Ministry of Aviation (MOA)
Federal Ministry of Budget & National Planning (FMBNP)
Federal Ministry of Environment (FME)
Federal Ministry of Finance (FMF)
Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMoFA)
Federal Ministry of Information & Culture (FMIC)
Federal Ministry of Interior (FMI)
Federal Ministry of Transportation (MOT)
Joint Tax Board (JTB)
Ministry of Justice (MOJ)
Ministry of Power, Works and Housing (MPWH)
National Agency For Food And Drug Administration (NAFDAC)
National Collateral Registry (NCR)
National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion (NOTAP)
National Sugar Development Council (NSDC)
Nigeria Airspace Management Agency (NAMA)
Nigeria Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA)
Nigeria Content Development Management Board (NCDMB)
Nigeria Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA)
Nigeria Electricity Management Service Agency (NEMSA)
Nigeria Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC)
Nigeria Export Processing Zone Authority (NEPZA)
Nigeria Export Promotion Council (NEPC)
Nigeria Immigration Services (NIS)
Nigeria Intelligence Agency (NIA)
Nigeria Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC)
Nigeria Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA)
Nigeria Port Authorites (NPA)
Nigerian Agricultural Quarantine Services (NAQS)
Nigerian Customs Services (NCS)
Nigerian Export-Import Bank (NEXIM)
Nigerian Police Force (NPF)
Nigerian Shippers Council (NSC)
Office of the Head of the Civil Service of the Federation (OHCSF)
Oil & Gas Free Zone Authority (OGFZA)
Pension Commission (PENCOM)
Presidential Task Force on Money Laundering (PTFML)
Secretary to the Federal Government of the Federation (SGF)
Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)
SERVICOM
Special Control Unit for Money Laundering (SCUML)
Standards Organization of Nigeria (SON)

BOI
BPP
CBN
CLD (FMITI)
CPC
CAC
DSS
FAAN
FIRS
MOA
FMBNP
FME
FMF
FMoFA
FMIC
FMI
FMOT
JTB
MOJ
MPWH
NAFDAC
NCR
NOTAP
NSDC
NAMA
NCAA
NCDMB
NDLEA
NEMSA
NERC
NEPZA
NEPC
NIS
NIA
NIPC
NIMASA
NPA
NAQS
NCS
NEXIM
NPF
NSC
OHCSF
OGFZA
PENCOM
PTFML
SGF
SEC
SERVICOM
SCUML
SON
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STATES EODB MDAS

ACRONYM

1

Eko Electricity Distribution PLC

EKEDC

2

Ikeja Electricity Distribution Company

IKEDC

3

Kano Electricity Distribution Company

KEDCO

4

Kano State Bureau for Land Management

KSBLM

5

Kano State Due Process Bureau

KDPB

6

Kano State Internal Revenue Service

KIRS

7

Kano State Judiciary

KSJ

8

Kano State Ministry of Works, Housing and Transport

KMWHT

9

Kano State Urban Planning and Development Authority

KNUPDA

10

Lagos Global - Office of SDGs and Investment

LAGOS GLOBAL

11

Lagos State Internal Revenue Service

LIRS

12

Lagos State Judiciary

LSJ

13

Lagos State Lands Bureau

LSLB

14

Lagos State Ministry of Finance

LSMF

15

Lagos State Ministry of Works and Infrastructure

LSMWI

16

Lagos State Office of Transformation, Creativity and Innovation

OTCI

17

Lagos State Physical Planning Permit Authority

LASPPPA

18

Lagos State Public Procurement Agency

LSPPA

19

Ministry of Urban Planning and Physical Development, Lagos State

MUPPD
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Address: 4th Floor, Nigeria Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC),
Plot No. 1181 Aguiyi Ironsi Street, Maitama, Abuja
+234 09093231544 | info@ebes.gov.ng | www.businessmadeeasy.ng
twitter.com/bmenigeria | linkedin.com/company/bmenigeria
facebook.com/businessmadeeasyng | instagram.com/businessmadeeasyng

